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had been asked by the police if we wished to have some American
clergyman come in to hold the service, but we declined, preferring
an informal gathering. The Catholics were taken to Mass in one of
the Catholic churches.
April 8, 1942    m m
The Swiss Minister. It now looks as if we should not get away
until the middle of May at earliest. It is amusing to remember how,
in December, Alice remarked that we had better conserve our fire-
wood because we might be here until February and how everyone had
laughed at the joke. I lost ten dollars to Ned Crocker in a bet that
we should be away before St. Valentine's Day, and I believe that he
cleaned up in several other monthly bets.
JIMMIE DOOLITTLE RAIDS TOKYO
April 18, 1942 ^
The Swiss Minister came again, and just as he was leaving before
lunch we heard a lot of planes overhead and saw five or six large
fires burning in different directions with great volumes of smoke. At
first we thought that it was only manoeuvres but soon became aware
that it was the first big raid on Japan by American bombers which
.are reported to have attacked first in the Hokkaido and then, in
turn, Tokyo, Yokosuka, Nagoya, and Kobe* We saw one of them,
apparently losing altitude and flying very low, just over the tops of
the buildings to the west, and at first we feared that it had crashed
but then realized that it was intentionally following these tactics in
order to avoid the dives of pursuit planes and the anti-aircraft fire.
To the east we saw a plane with a whole line of black puffs of smoke,
indicating anti-aircraft explosions, just on its tail; it didn't look like
a bomber and we are inclined to believe that the Japanese batteries
lost their heads and fired on their own pursuit planes.
All this was very exciting, but at the time it was hard to believe
that it was more than a realistic practice by Japanese planes. The
Japanese press claimed that nine enemy planes had crashed, but we
doubt if any were lost since, if even one had crashed on land, the
papers would have been full of triumphant pictures of the wreck.
They appeared too large to have come from an aircraft carrier, and
they may have been flying from the Aleutian Islands to the new air
bases in China. We were all very happy and proud in the Embassy,
and the British told us later that they drank toasts all day to the
American fliers.
AFTER BATAAN AND THE CORAL SEA
May 26, 1942
Japanese propaganda is so childish that it merely becomes amus-
ing. After the fall of Bataan the JVfcftt Nichi published on April 15

